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LOAD CAPACITY
The maximum load in lbs is written on every METZELER street tyre together with the corresponding maximum cold inflation 
pressure in psi. In the tyre service description in accordance with the new tyre designation the maximum load is also given 
through the load index code. 
Please refer to the conversion table in the “Riding Safety” section for translation of load index to real kg-load/lbs-load. Some 
tyres show in the service description the additional markings “reinf.” which is equivalent to “6 PR” or “Load Range C” and 
indicates a reinforced structure for an increased load capacity. This higher load is already contained in the maximum load 
inscription. For higher than indicated load capacities in the case of reduced speed consult METZELER.

SPEED RATING
The max. permitted speed for a tyre is indicated by a specific speed index-code (Please refer to the “Riding safety” section 
for conversion of speed index-code into real km/h or mph). For tyres suitable for speeds above 210 km/h (130 mph) the actual 
max. speed is indicated in the technical data part.
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7 Production date
 Date of manufacturing for example
 DOT XE OE 762F 5219 =
 52° production week 2019

1 Product Name
 Name of Product line

2 Country of production

4 Tyre manufacturer

8 Direction of rotation
 The arrow indicates 

the direction of 
 rotation according 

to the fitting 
 position

5 Homologation number
 According to UNECE75

6 DOT Certification
 U.S. Department of Transportation.
 It indicates that the tyre conforms 

to the regulations issued by the 
transport depts of USA and Canada
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3 Size
190/55 ZR 17 M/C (75W)
190: Tyre nominal section 
width (mm)
55: Tyre aspect ratio %
ZR: Tyre construction type
(«-» X-Ply tyre, «B» Bias-Belted, 
«R» Radial, «ZR» Radial beyond
 270 km/h)
M/C: Type for motorcycle only 
17: Rim diameter (inches)
(75W): Load index and speed rating 
TL: Tubeless tyre – TT: tubetype tyre


